
Monroe - Free-standing Bath

PRODUCT CODES
WHITE BATH: FC190-01 MONROE-1750-CAST-WEISS
BLACK BATH: FC190-23 MONROE-1750-CAST-BLK

DROP-IN  WHITE BATH: 1901-DROPIN MONROE-1750-BASEBOARD-WHI
SKIRTED BATH:  1901-SKIRT MONROE-1750-SKIRT-WHI

FREE-STANDING BATH

WEIGHT OF BATH: 67.20 kg
BATH WIDTH: 795 mm
BATH HEIGHT: 640 mm
BATH LENGTH: 1750 mm
BATH VOLUME:  180 Lt
WASTE SIZE: 52 mm
OVERFLOW SIZE: 40 mm

The Monroe Bath is a Free-standing bath.

MONROE FREE-STANDING BATH INSTALLATION GUIDE:

1. Before assembly of the feet, place a soft piece of material on the floor. This
will protect the bath when you place the bath top down on a flat surface.

2. Remove the protective rubber pad from the four threaded inserts and blow
out any dust. These pads help protect the bath prior to installation, but the
bath should still not be transported or dragged on these pads.

3. Please insure that the threaded inserts have been inspected for cracks. If
there is any damage, please report this to the retailer immediately.

4. By hand, screw the bolt with two washers (smaller one nearest the bath) part
way into an insert.

5. Slide the plate off the foot between the two washers and make sure the foot
fits flush with the bath. Screw the bolt in as far as possible by hand. Using a
torque wrench, tighten the bolt using not more than 15Nm of force. Using too

   much force will break the insert out of the casting.

6. Turn over the bath and place in position. The feet are designed to hold the
weight of the bath, complete with water and user. It is not suitable to transport
the bath mounted on the feet or drag the bath with the feet mounted.

Should the bath need to be moved during the installation process, the
bath must be picked up and carried with the feet clear of the ground at
all times. Care should be taken when putting the bath down to prevent
sudden impacts which could break a foot off.

7. Connect the tap-ware to the service outlet and the waste to the trap outlet.
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